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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The problem of designing active control schemes for flutter suppression 
and gust alleviation in flexible aircraft has sparked considerable interest in 
the mathematical models describing aeroelastic systems. The development 
and (numerical) analysis of computational algorithms for control and iden- 
tification of a fluid-structure problem is greatly aided by the availability of 
a well-posed mathematical model that faithfully predicts the dynamic 
behavior of the aeroelastic system. Typically, the equations of motion for 
such systems involve coupled differential and singular integral equations. In 
this paper we consider the well-posedness of a general functional differen- 
tial equation of neutral-type, where the difference operator does not have 
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an atom at zero. Although this problem was motivated by our study of the 
flutter problem for a three-degree-of-freedom “typical” airfoil section in a 
two-dimensional, incompressible flow (the so-called Theodorsen problem) 
(see [8, 12]), our results are applicable to a fairly large class of functional 
differential equations and certain classes of singular integro-differential 
equations that occur in aeroelasticity. 
The question of well-posedness is dependent on the choice of a state 
space (i.e., space of initial data) and the choice of an appropriate state 
space is tied to the particular application. For example, approximation of 
functional differential equations by high order ordinary differential equa- 
tions has received considerable attention during the past few years (see, 
e.g., [3-5, 17, 203). One approach to the approximation problem is to 
develop an abstract state space model for the functional differential equa- 
tion and use the basic structure provided by the resulting abstract evolu- 
tion equation to construct approximation schemes. Concerning the choice 
of an appropriate state space, it has been shown (see [3, 51 for retarded 
and [lo, 241 for neutral functional differential equations) that certain 
classes of functional differential equations with appropriate initial data can 
be transformed into well-posed Cauchy problems in the product spaces 
L%” x L,. The product space model also proved to be very useful in 
investigating a variety of control and identification problems for systems 
governed by functional differential equations (see [2-5, 201). Thus, we 
shall consider the well-posedness of certain nonatomic functional differen- 
tial equations as dynamical systems on product spaces. 
The notation used in this paper is fairly standard. For 1 6 p < + co, the 
spaces L,(I; X) and Wk’ “(I; X) are the standard Lebesgue and Sobolev 
spaces of X-valued “functions” defined on the interval I. The space of func- 
tions cp: I + X that have k continuous derivatives is denoted by Ck(Z; X). 
When I= [ -Y, 0] and X= R” we shall use the suppressed notation L,, 
W’.“, and Ck. The symbols L,,,,([ a, co); X) and Wf,,p( [a, co); X) stand 
for the spaces of functions cp: [a, co) --) X, which belong to L,,( [a, b]; X) or 
Wk’f( [a, b]; X) for each b > a. When a = 0 and X= R” we shall use the 
notations Lp,,oc and Wf;,P, respectively. For Banach spaces X and Y, the 
symbol a(X, Y) denotes the Banach space of all bounded linear operators 
from X into Y. The norm of an element x contained in a normed linear 
space X is denoted by IIxilx, or more simply by llxll when it is clear from 
the context which space is intended. Also, we shall denote II (lLP by I( (I,, or 
by (I 11 when it is convenient to do so and does not cause confusion. If T 
is a linear operator, then 9(T), 9?(T), and N(T) will denote the domain, 
range, and null space of T, respectively. The resolvent set of T is repre- 
sented by p(T) and the symbol &?(A; T) is used for the resolvent operator 
(AZ- T)- ‘. If x: [I-r, a) + X for 0 <ad + co, then the history of x is the 
function x,( .): [ -r, 0] --f X defined by x,(s) = x( t + s). Some familiarity 
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with the treatment of functional differential equations in the product space 
framework is assumed; as a reference we cite [lo]. (See also [6, 131 for 
retarded and [ 11, 17, 221 for neutral functional differential equations.) 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR WELL-P• SEDNESS OF A CLASS OF NFDEs 
We consider the linear functional differential equation of neutral-type 
(NFDE) 
f Dx, = Lx, + f( t), t>o 
together with the initial data 
lim Dx, = q, x0 = cp, r-o+ 
(2.1 
(2.2 
where D and L are linear KY-valued operators with domains 9(D) and 
9(L) contained in the space of Lebesgue-measurable !R”-valued functions 
on C-r, 01. It is assumed that W1,P c 9(D) n 9(L), (II, cp) E R” x L,, and 
f E Lp,loc. Our objective here is to extend the results in [lo]. In particular, 
we obtain stronger necessary conditions for the well-posedness of 
(2.1)-(2.2) on the product space R” x L,. Our study of (2.1)-(2.2) shall be 
in the context of semigroup theory. The basic approach in this direction is 
to construct an infinitesimal generator of the Co-semigroup which may be 
associated with the solutions of (2.1)-(2.2) and then investigate the 
relations between this semigroup and the solutions. The following 
definitions for solutions and well-posedness of (2.1)-(2.2) shall be 
employed throughout this investigation. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A classical solution to the initial value problem (2.1)) 
(2.2) is a function x: [--I, co) -+ R” satisfying (i) x E W:;Cp( [ -r, co); R”), 
(ii) x0(s)= q(s) on C-r, 01, (iii) Dx, E W:;Cp, (iv) Dx, =q, (v) (d/d) Dx, 
= Lx, +f(t), a.e. on [0, co). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The system (2.1 k(2.2) is well-posed in the strong sense 
if given (PE W’-” and for v defined by Dcp = ‘I, there exists a unique 
classical solution to the homogeneous problem (i.e., (2.1) with f= 0), and 
the solution depends continuously on the initial function cp, relative to the 
respective topologies of W’-p and Wf;,P. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A generalized solution of the initial value problem 
(2.1)-(2.2) is a pair of functions y: [0, 00) -+ R”, x: C-r, co) -+ R” such 
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that (i) y( .) is continuous and x,( .) E L,, (ii) x0(s) = q(s) a.e. on C-r, 01, 
(iii) the pair ( J$ ), .u( )) satisfies the system of integral equations 
y(t) = q + 1’ (Lx,, +f(s)) ds, a.e. on [0, co) (2.3) 
-0 
and 
y(t) = Dx,, a.e. on [0, ao). (2.4) 
DEFINITION 2.4. The system (2.1 t(2.2) is well-posed in the weak sense, 
if given initial data (q, cp) E R” x L,, there exists a unique generalized 
solution which depends continuously on (q, cp). 
Define the operator J&’ with domain 
q&q= {(rpp)ER”XL,(cpE WI,“, Dq=q} (2.5) 
If d defined by (2.5)-(2.6) is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup 
on Iw” x L,, then both L and D belong to S?( W’,p; IW) and D does not 
belong to B(L,; UY) (see [lo]). For the convenience of the reader we 
include the statements of the following two lemmas (see Tadmor [24]). 
LEMMA 2.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The operators D and L belong to 98( W’,p; R”) and (2.1)-(2.2) is 
well-posed in the weak sense. 
(ii) The operators D and L belong to !8( W’.p; Rn) and (2.1 t(2.2) is 
well-posed in the strong sense. 
(iii) The operator s&‘, defined by (2.5)-(2.6), is the infinitesimal 
generator of a C,-semigroup on R” x L,. 
Recall that (iii) is equivalent to well-posedness in Iw” x L, of the Cauchy 
problem 
i(t)=.Qfztt)+ (f(t), Oh z(0) = zo = (Yj, cp) E R” x L,. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume that the system (2.1 t(2.2) is well-posed in the weak 
sense and d is defined by (2.5)-(2.6). If z(t) is the mild solution to (2.7) 
corresponding to the initial data z(O) = (n, cp) andforcing term f, then z(t) = 
(y(t), x,), where (y(t), x,) is the unique generalized solution of (2.1 b(2.2). 
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Moreover, $x(t) is a classical solution of (2.1)-(2.2) then the corresponding 
solution z(t) is strong and is given by z(t) = (Dx,, x,). 
Our attention is now focused on obtaining stronger necessary conditions 
on D and L than those found in [lo] under the assumption that &’ defined 
by (2.5)-(2.6) is the generator of a C,-semigroup S(t) on [w” x L,. Since 
both L and D must belong to .!%( W1%p, [W’), we can use standard represen- 
tation theorems [l] to obtain n x n matrix-valued functions L,, L,, DO, D, 
whose column vectors belong to L,, (l/p+ l/q= l), such that for (PE W’%p 
Lv = j” CL,(s) cp(s) + L,(s) $+)I 4 w3) -r 
and 
Dv = j” CD,(s) cpb) + D,(s) 4G)l ds. (2.9) --* 
It is to be noted that the assumption that d generates a Co-semigroup 
eliminates the possibility that the n x n matrix function D, is zero. Since the 
condition D, = 0 implies that DEB(L~; W), the above statement is an 
immediate consequence of the necessary condition D $ SJ(L,; R”) (see [ 10, 
Remark 2.11). 
The linear operators To, LZ’,, go, 9, are defined on W’zp by 
Z,v = j” Lo(s) ds) 4 c!Z’,(p= j” L,Q(s)ds (2.10) -r -r 
and 
go:ocp = I” Do(s) P(S) 4 %(~=j’ D,(s)4(s)ds, (2.11) -r -r 
where Lo, L, , Do, and D, (Dl # 0) are the matrix-valued functions given 
in the representations (2.8)(2.9). Definitions (2.10)(2.11) together with 
(2.8 )-( 2.9) yield the representations 
J%=%v+%%;cp (2.12) 
and 
Drp=%,o’p+9~p (2.13) 
The operator go (viewed as an operator on LP) is bounded on L,. It 
follows from Theorem 2.2 in [lo] that for (q, cp) E LB(&) 
S(tNrl, cp) = (Dx,, x,), (2.14) 
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where x( .) is the unique W’.” solution to the NFDE (d/dt)(Dx,)= LX, 
with initial data .‘cO(.s) = q(s), --r < s < 0, or equivalently 
Dx, =Dq+j; j”, L,(u) x(s + u) du ds 
L,(u) i(s+ u) duds. (2.15) 
Changing the order of integration in the last term of the right-hand side of 
(2.15) gives 
I 0 
is L,(u)+ + u)du h 0 
i(s + u) ds du 
Using definitions (2.10) and (2.11) and the above equation we can rewrite 
(2.15) as 
goox, + 9,x, = Dcp + J; 6pox, du + j-O L,(u) x(t + u) du 
I 
i ’ 
- L,(u) v(u) da (2.16) --I 
Note that Eq. (2.14) and the semigroup property (IIS(t)ll <Me”“) imply 
that if (q, (P)E 9(d), then Dx, and x, have Laplace-transforms and an 
application of Holder’s inequality shows the existence of Laplace-trans- 
forms for goox, and pox,. Furthermore, 9(9ix,) = 6p(Dx, - gox,) = 
P’(Dx,) - P(s~~x,) (where Y denotes Laplace-transform) establishes the 
existence of the Laplace-transform for 9, x, = (d/dt) j’? r D,(u) x( t + u) du. 
It follows that for (9, v)E~(,Yz~) 
j” D,(u)x(r+u)du 
0 
D,(u) q(u) du. (2.17) 
r r 
In order to derive our necessary conditions we need several technical 
lemmas. Proofs of these lemmas are given in the Appendix. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Zf (q, ~)ES(&‘) and x( .) is the unique W’%p solution to 
(2.15), then 
(2.18) 
where .?(I) is the Laplace-transform of x( .), 
A(l) = iD(e”Z) - L(e”Z), 
0, t>r 
(2.19) 
Dq, = j::[D,(s)cp(t+s)+D,(s)@(t+s)]ds, O,<t<r 
and 
Lv, = 
0, t>r 
J~:[L,(s)cp(t+s)+L,(s)@(t+s)]ds, O<ttrr. 
LEMMA 2.8. Zf (q, cp)~ 9(d), cp E W3’p, and y(O) = C@(O) = q(O) = 0, 
then 
fA(i)i=+j+Lq)+~ & [. 1 as ~-++co. (2.20) 
We now consider the term - DQ + Lq in the right-hand side of (2.20). By 
direct calculations we obtain 
-D@+Lcp= -s” (Do(s)@(s)+D,(s)@(s))ds 
-r 
+ s ’ CL,(s) rp(s) + L,(s) d(s)1 ds -r 
= -a,(O) e(O) + Jo d,(s) @i(s) ds 
-r 
s 
0 
- D,(s) Q(s) ds + z,(O) do) 
-i- 
- so z,(s) Q(s) ds + E,(O) e(O) -5” z,(s) @i(s) ds 
-, -r 
= 
s ’ (~o(s)+~o(s)-~,(s)-D,(s))~(s)ds -r 
- E,(O) @(O), 
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where d,(.v) = j”. I D,(u) du, &,(s) = j’ r L,(U) A, 
&s) = f‘ , L,(U) C/U, respectively. Therefore, 
Z,(S) = j’ I L,(U) du, 
-04 + Lq = 1” (b,(s) + E,(s) - t,(s) - D,(s)) Q(s) ds. (2.21) 
r 
An integration by parts in (2.21) yields that for q E W3.p, ~(0) = 4(O) = 
Q(O) = 0, 
-D@+Lq=j” M(s)i,b(s)ds, 
-r 
where 
M(s)- j‘ (b,(t)+f&-E,(z)-D,(z))dz 
-r 
(2.22) 
and 
*=cp p’ O’ E L 
Define the set R by R = {c E KY; c = jtr M(s) tj(s) ds, II/ EL,}. Clearly R is 
a vector subspace of 58” with 0 < dim(R) 6 n. If dim(R) = k, then without 
loss of generality we may assume that 
5 
0 
M(s) t,+(s) ds = col[c,, 01, 
-I 
where ck E IWk. 
It will prove convenient o introduce the following notation. Let T be an 
n x m matrix and 0 <k = dim(R) d n. Partition T as 
where I = n - k, and Tk, T, are k x m, (n - k) x m matrices, respectively. 
For example, d,(n) denotes the lower (n - k) x m submatrix in d(n). We 
shall need the following technical lemma. (Note that the terminology 
“canonical form” refers to a NFDE in which there are no possible cancella- 
tions between D and L.) 
LEMMA 2.9. Let (q, cp) E g(sQ), x( .) be the unique WISP solution of the 
NFDE (2.1)-(2.2), and M( .), R, and A( .) be defined as above. If 
dim(R) = k, then 
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(i) M,(.)zO, 
(ii) [Dr(.)][E W',y([-r,O]; R8(nPk)xm), 
(iii) 4(4 = W,FNc - [ILdW,~ 
(iv) the NFDE (2.1) can be “reduced” to “canonical form” with D and 
L replaced by 4 and E, respectively, where 
and 
(v) rank[D,(O)], = n -k. 
At his point we are ready to state and prove the main result in this 
section. 
THEOREM 2.10. If d defined by (2.5)-(2.6) is the infinitesimal generator 
of a Co-semigroup on R” x L,, then there exists an n x n matrix-valued 
function H(1) whose entries h,(A) satisfy 
lim h,(A)=0 
i-tee 
1 t w 
and such that 
,im A""I& x & 0 D(e”‘Z) H(E,) = I. A-73 0 (2.23) 2. E R %I(" k)x(n-k) 1 
Proof: Note that the case k = dim(R) = 0 is trivial. For 1 ,<j< k = 
dim(R) there exist (P’E W3,p such that q’(O) = e’(O) = Q’(O) = 0 and 
-D@j + L& = ej, where ei is the jth unit vector. Let x’(t) denote the 
unique W’,” (’ I.e., strong) solution to (2.15) with ‘p’ as initial data. By 
(2.20), ai(,I), the Laplace-transform of x’(t), satisfies 
1 ~d(i)ij=$ej+o - [ 1 22+ I/Y as i+cc,i~R. 
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If the n x k matrix X(I.) is defined by 
X(1.) E [iI( i2(J.), . . . . .?(A)]. 
then it follows that 
(2.24) 
Moreover, since .x’(O) = q’(O) = 0, we have for t > 0 that 
x’(t) = 1 i’(u) du, 
0 
where ij(t)~ Lp,,oc. An application of Holder’s inequality to the last 
equation yields 
Since )).z?‘)lL,(co,l,.R -+ 0 as t + 0’ 
li’(%)( = o[l/R” ;rh) 
it follows that Ix’(t)1 = o(t’lY) and 
] as i -+ xl, 1. E R. Multiplying (2.24) by A2 we obtain 
as 13 cx3,i~ R. (2.25) 
Part (v) of Lemma 2.9 states that rank( [O,(O)],) = n - k, and hence 
there exists an n x (n - k) matrix B such that [D,(O)]/ B = I, where I is 
the (n-k) x (N-k) identity matrix. Define the n x (n -k) matrix-valued 
function Y(J) by Y(n) = (l/n) B. Then we have 
A”YC kx(n-k) 
/j(i) y(a) = 1 1 . . + o(l) as i, -+ co, in R, (2.26) I,, -- k)x(n k) 
where C is a constant matrix. Expressions (2.25) and (2.26) imply 
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If H(A) is defined by 
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I -c 
H(%)- [%‘+““x(%); Y(i)] o [ 1 I ) 
then h,(A) -+ 0 as 1, + co, A E R and I. - l’g1 1 0
lim ---+- d(A)H(J.))=Z. 
1. - 5 i E iw [ 1 0 II 
Noting that d(L) = AD(e”.Z) - L(e”‘Z) and 
we conclude that 
and (2.27) implies 
lim %“PZ 0 - j. -+ 00 [ 1 31 D[e"'Z] H(%)= I. m  i L E R 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
Remark 2.11. In the case when D E .S?(C; KY) one can replace expres- 
sion (2.26) by 
where C’ is a constant matrix. In this case, expressions (2.25) and (2.26’) 
imply that if H(i) is defined by 
H(I) f n’q%x(n), Y(%)] 
I 
“0”” -C;x(r,ek) 
l(npk)x(n-k) 
then h,(l)+0 as A+co, il~[w and 
(2.29) 
409 145 2.7 
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Since L E .$I( W’.“; W), it follows that 
llL(e^‘Z)ll 6 lIL1I (1 + E.)(pi) “p. 
Therefore, 
l/i.- “YL(e’ I) H(i.)ll d 1ILII (p-I’“)(1 + A)L-’ IlH(A)ll, 
where llH(A)l1 -+ 0 as A -+ cc, and hence 
lim IIA-l’yL(ei.I) H(A)ll + 0 as A+c0,1,~[W, 
i. - a3 i. 6 R 
and 
(2.30) 
The next example shows that the assumption D E 9$( C; W) is not necessary 
for the well-posedness of the NFDE (2-l)-(2.2). 
EXAMPLE 2.12. For cp E W l,p we define 
Dq = j-” Q(s) 1.~1 -’ ds; O<U<l. (2.31) 
-1 
Then D is a bounded operator on W’,” if p > l/( 1 - c() and D does not 
have a bounded extension to C. 
Consider the NFDE 
$Dx, =O, t>o,xg=(P 
or in integrated form 
Dx, = Dcp, t>,O, x0 =(Pe w’*p. (2.33) 
For t E (0, 1) we can write 
(2.32) 
(2.34) 
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Substituting (2.34) and (2.31) into (2.33) we obtain the equation 
s : (t-.s-“.i(s)ds=f(t), t E (0, 11, (2.35) 
where 
+j’(1--u+l)ppyu-1)du. (2.36) 
0 
By a well-known result (see Lemma 4.1 in [lo]) concerning the solution 
of Abel’s integral equation, (2.35) yields 
x(t)-x(O)= j; i(s)ds=F ~;f(~)(f-s)~~% (2.37) 
Noting that x(0) = ~(0) and substituting (2.36) into (2.37) we obtain the 
following representation for the unique absolutely continuous solution to 
(2.33) on (0, 1). In particular, 
X(t)=q$O)+y j rj-(~)(t-~)‘-l ds 
0 
xQ(u)du(t-s)“-‘ds 
+ j; j; (s - u+l)-‘Q(u-l)du(r-s)“+‘ds . 1 (2.38) 
To show that x(t) E W’.P we shall prove that a(t) E L,. Note that 
=e [Z,(t)+Z*(t)] (2.39) 
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(see [lo] for details). A change of variables and an application of 
Minkowski integral inequality yield the following estimate for the p-norm 
of I,(t): 
7l 
=sin(a+ (l/p))i~ Il@ll Lp’ 
Note that Zz(t) is clearly in L, for p > l/( 1 - CI) because tZ ‘/(t + 1) E L, 
and by the convolution theorem we have the estimate 
Equations (2.40) and (2.41) together imply that 
II~llLp Gk IMIL,,, 
where 
sin fx7r k=- 7l 1 
71 sin(cr+ l/p))x+? 1 ’ 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
Thus, we have that (2.33) has a unique, W’3p solution on [0, l] for 
cp E W’.“; [p > l/( 1 - a)]. The “method of steps” can be used to extend the 
solution to [0, oo). Continuous dependence is an easy consequence of 
(2.38) and (2.42). 
We conclude this section by introducing a class of operators that shall 
be of particular importance in our investigation. 
DEFINITION 2.13. A linear operator V defined on a domain 9(V) 
containing W ‘3 p is said to satisfy Condition X with index p, 1 6 p < co, 
provided that there exists an n x n matrix function HO.) = (h,(i)) such that 
(i) h,(A) -+ 0 as 2 4~0, AER, i,j=l,2 ,..., n,and 
(ii) V(e”‘l)A”P H(A) + I as 1 --i co, %E R. 
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For convenience, we denote the class of all linear operators satisfying 
condition Y? with index p by Z(p). 
Note that if D E &I( W’,“; W) has representation (2.1 I), then D E X(p) 
if and only if 9i E X(p). If D E 98(C; W), then the special case 
of Theorem 2.10 (see also Remark 2.11) yields the following necessary 
condition. 
THEOREM 2.14. If d defined by (2.5)-(2.6) is the infinitesimal generator 
of a CO-semigroup on R” x L, and D E 59( C; KY’), then D E P(p). 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR WELL-P• SEDNESS OF A CLASS OF NFDEs 
In this section we consider the class of neutral functional differential 
equations given by (2.1 t(2.2) and under weak conditions on D and L we 
establish the well-posedness of these equations on the product spaces 
[w” x L,. Our results extend the results of Burns, Herdman, and Stech [lo] 
in that we obtain the well-posedness of (2.1)-(2.2) without assuming that 
the operator D be atomic at zero. This investigation was motivated by the 
aeroelastic system discussed in [S]. These sufficient conditions for D and 
L can be shown to hold for a finite delay version of this aeroelastic system 
for p < 2. 
Our approach for establishing the well-posedness of (2.1)-(2.2) is based 
on the fact that (2.1)-(2.2) is well-posed on [w”x L, provided that d 
defined by (2.5)-(2.6) is an infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup on 
iw” x L,. Thus, the main result will establish sufficient conditions on D and 
L that imply that d generates a C,-semigroup on K!” x L,. The proof of 
this result makes use of a result due to Phillips [16, 211 which states that 
an operator & generates a C,-semigroup on a Banach space X if and only 
if (i) 9(d) is dense in X, (ii) the resolvent set p(d) is nonempty, and 
(iii) the Cauchy problem i(t)= &z(t), z(0) =zO E~(Lz?) has a unique 
continuously differentiable solution on [0, co). 
Throughout this section we shall assume that L and D belong to 
a( WI-P; W”) and DE X(p) (i.e., the operators L and D satisfy the 
necessary conditions for the well-posedness of (2.1)-(2.2) as established in 
Section 2). Concerning the requirement hat p(d) be nonempty we have 
the following result which provides weaker conditions on D than those 
found in [lo] to assure p(d) # 0. Here we require DE Z’(p) whereas the 
corresponding result in [lo] requires D to be atomic at zero. Note that if 
D is atomic at zero, then DE Z’(p) for all 1 < p < cc. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L and D belong to 99( W ‘xp; R”) and d be given by 
(2.5)-(2.6). Then 1 E p(d) if and onfy if d(A) = iD(e”Z) - L(e’.Z) is non- 
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singular. Moreover, if D E X(p), then 3. E p(.c9) for all suff‘icientfy large 
real 1,. 
Remark 3.2. For the scalar case, the assumption that D is weakly 
atomic at s = 0 (i.e., lim,, + x,j,t w Ij>D(e” )I = co) implies that for all real 
I. sufficiently large the operators d has i in its resolvent (see [ 18, 191). 
However, in the case of n > 1 it is easy to construct examples uch that the 
weakly atomic condition, i.e., lIID(e” I)11 -+ z as i -+ a, is satisfied but 
p(.r4) is empty. (See [ 121.) 
As the above remark indicates, the problem of establishing sufficient 
conditions to assure a nonempty resolvent for d in the general vector case 
is much more complex than the corresponding problem for the scalar case. 
Lemma 3.1 shows that the vector case can be handled by assuming 
DE X(P). 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf D belongs to .9$( W1.p; KY) and D ~Xo(p), then 9(d), 
defined by (2.5), is dense in KY’ x L,. 
It is to be noted that the assumption that DE a( W’*p; Rn) together with 
DE X(p) implies that D is unbounded relative to the L,-norm. Thus, D 
does not have an extension belonging to g(L,; KY’). At this point we have 
established that the conditions L, DE 6?( W’,p; R”) and DE X(p) are 
sufficient to assure both the resolvent and domain conditions for .d 
that are in Phillips’ theorem. Combining Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 and 
employing Phillips’ result yields the following sufficiency theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let d he defined by (2.5)-(2.6) where L and D belong to 
99( W’.p; IW’) with D E X(p). Zf the Cauchy problem i(t) = dz( t), z(0) = 
z0 E 9(d) has a unique continuously differentiable solution on [0, co), then 
d generates a C,-semigroup on iw” x L,. 
Attention will now be directed to a class of neutral functional differential 
equations where the operators L and D have a special structure that 
guarantees the sufficient conditions of Theorem 3.4. This class of NFDEs 
was motivated by the aeroelastic system discussed in [8, 121. We shall 
consider the system (2.1)-(2.2) with W’xPc g(D) n 9(L), where the 
operators L and D satisfy the following conditions: 
(Hl) The operator D E B(C; IV) and has representation 
Dv = s” CAdB(s) + 44s)l cp(s), (3.1) 
r 
where the n x n matrix functions p, b’ and the nonsingular matrix A satisfy 
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(i) u is of bounded variation on C-r, O], u(O) = 0, u is left continuous on 
C-r, 01, and lim,,, + var c PE,O, u = 0; (ii) fl is a diagonal matrix and there 
exists an integer k, 0 6 k <n, such that the entries pii satisfy p;;(s) = 
-p(-s) for i<k, fiii(s)= -(-s)‘--‘~/(~---cI,) for i>k, where p: 
[0, r] -+ R, p(O) = 0, p(s) = 1 for s > 0 and the constants cli, i > k, satisfy 
O<cc, < 1; (iii) A has the block matrix form A =diag(A,,, A,,), where A,, 
and A,, are k x k and 1 x 1 matrices, respectively, with k + I= n. 
(H2) The operator L E a!( W’,p; R”) has representation 
Lq = Bq(0) + i” B(s) 4(s) ds, (3.2) 
-r 
where B is an n x n constant matrix and B( .) is an n x n matrix-valued 
function having column vectors in L,, l/p + l/q = 1. 
(H3) The n x n matrix-valued function u defined on C-r, 0] by 
u(s) = p(s) - [’ B(u) du 
0 
has the representation U(S) = [a,(s):a,(s)]‘, where tll and a2 are k x n and 
1 x n matrix-valued functions with q absolutely continuous and 6, of bounded 
variation on [ -r, 0). 
If (Hl) holds, then we may assume, without loss of generality, that A = I. 
In the event that the original nonsingular matrix A is not the identity 
matrix, one can multiply (2.1)-(2.2) by A-‘, introduce I;= APIp, 
4 = A ~ *B, B(. ) = A -‘B( . ), and reduce the orginal problem to the case of 
A = I. 
The operators L and D defined in (Hl ) and (H2) belong to a( W1,p; IP). 
In the case k = n (1= 0), the operator D is atomic at zero and the suf- 
ficiency result of Burns, Herdman, and Stech [ 10, Theorem 2.31 yields the 
well-posedness of (2.1~(2.2) on R” x L,. The case k = 0, I= n = 1, p( .) = 0, 
L=O, and f = 0 was also considered in [lo] and the authors established 
well-posedness of (2.1)-(2.2) on R x L, for 1 6 p < l/( 1 - a,). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 1 -<p < co, DE~(C; R”) have the representation (3.1) 
with A = Z, and assume that (Hl )-( H3) are satisfied. 
(i) Zf k=n, then DE%(~) for allpE [l, 30). 
(ii) If k # n then D E X(p) for 1 < p < l/( 1 - a,,,,“), where 
Cl,in =mini,,{&,}. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let 1 d p < l/( I - a,,,,“), (11, cp) E R x L,, D E .JA( C; R”) huve 
the representation (3.1 ), und L E &I( WI.“; 5X”) huw the representation (3.2). 
Zf conditions (H 1 ))( H3) are satisfied, then the system 
y(t) = rl+ i‘ ’ (Lx, +.f‘(u)) dn, 
t>o 
0 
Dx, = y(t) u.e. on [0, cz ) 
with 
xo(s)=(p(s) ae. on C-r, 0] 
has a unique solution y(t) = y( t; n, cp, f), x(t) = x( t; n, cp, f) defined on 
[0, CO) and [ -r, GD), respectiuel-y, such that y( .) is continuous and x,( . ) E L, 
for t > 0. Moreover, for t, > 0 the mapping (n, cp, f) -+ (y( .; n, cp, f), 
-4.; r?, cp, f)) from R” x L, x L,([O, t,]; KY) into C([O, t,]; KY) x 
LP( [ - r, t ,I; R”) is continuous. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, and 2.5, we have the 
following sufficiency result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Zf (Hl)-(H3) hold, 1 < p < l/( 1 - xmin), and D and L 
have the representations (3.1) and (3.2) then .d defined by (2.5)-(2.6) is the 
infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup on R” x L,. 
We conclude this section by establishing the well-posedness of a par- 
ticular system of functional differential equations which has been proposed 
as a mathematical model for two-dimensional aeroelastic systems (see [8]). 
Note that the well-posedness of this problem was considered in [12] using 
a somewhat different approach. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Consider the NFDE (2.1)-(2.2) with 
D~=A”cp(0)+jo A’(s)cp(s)ds 
, (3.3) 
and 
Lq = BOcp(O) + 1” B’(s) q(s) ds, (3.4) -r 
where A’, A’(s), B”, B’( ) s are n x n matrices satisfying the following 
condition. 
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CONDITION A. (i) A0 = dia(1, 1, . . . . 1, 0), Z3:, = 0, 
(ii) Aij(s)=O, Bf,(s)=O, i=l, 2 ,..., n,j=l, 2 ,..., n-l, 
(iii) A:,(s), Bf,( ) s are continuous on C-r, 01, i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, 
(iv) AA,(s) = a 1~1 --a + $(s), 0 < c( < 1, with G(s) of bounded variation 
on C-r, 01, $(O) = 0, and B;,(s) = 0. 
Note that the functional differential equation describing the aeroelastic 
system considered in [S] satisfies the above conditions with tl= $, n = 8, 
a= 1, and $(s)= (-s)“‘/((l -s)“~+ 1) for -rdsdO. Let A=dia(A’, a), 
/l;(s)= -p(-s), i= 1, 2, . . . . n- 1, fin(s)= -(-s)(’ -“j/(1 -c(), ,Uii(s)=O, 
i= 1, 2, . . . . n, j= 1, 2 ,..., n-l, p,,(~)=f;A;~(u)du, i=l, 2 ,..., n-l, 
p,,(s)=j;$(u)du, B=B’-j”,B’(u)du, and B(s)= -J’-,B’(u)du. With 
these identifications, Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) can be written as (3.1) and (3.2) 
respectively. Moreover A, b( .), ,u( .), B, and B( .) satisfy (Hl)-(H3). It 
follows from Theorem 3.7 that the aeroelastic problem with finite delay is 
well-posed in R” x L, for p < l/( 1 - a). 
On the other hand, if p 3 l/( 1 -a) then there is no H( .) such that 
H(A) --t 0 as 2 + a and (2.29) holds, because in the last row of the n x n 
matrix-valued function o(e”Z) every element is identically zero except 
D,,(e”‘Z). Moreover, A’- ‘D,Je”Z) + constant as 1, --+ co, i E R. It follows 
that the aeroelastic problem is not well-posed in R” x L, for p >, I/( 1 - IX). 
As an important consequence, in the case tx = i, the Hilbert space IR” x L, 
is not available for approximation purposes. 
We have presented both necessary and sufficient conditions for the well- 
posedness of a large class of functional differential equations. This class of 
equations contains the “standard” neutral and retarded functional differen- 
tial equations and many weakly singular integro-differential equations of 
the type that often occur in aeroelasticity. However, it should be noted that 
there is no known single condition (on D and L) that is both necessary 
and sufficient for the operator d defined by (2.5)-(2.6) to generate a 
Co-semigroup on R” x Lp( -Y, 0; R”). Also, one should note that the equa- 
tions in [S] for the aeroelastic system involve infinite delays. The infinite 
delay case presents many technical difficulties. However, it appears that 
many of the results in this paper can be extended to the infinite delay 
problem by using a proper weighting on the function space. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. First we note that the “growth” condition on x, 
(i.e., /Ix, 11 Lp < c(P) enforces a similar estimate on x( .). Therefore, i(1), the 
Laplace-transform of x( .), exists for sufficiently large values of 1. (2 E W). 
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Simple calculations and an application of Fubini’s theorem yield the 
equalities 
~‘(Dx,) = jox e-“’ Dx, dt 
D,(s) x( r + s) ds dt 
+.r e-Lf r’ D,(s) cp( t + s) ds dt 7 
ii”j j 
r 
b e - if 
0 
+D,(r)cp(t+s)dsdt-j” D,(s)cp(s)ds 
-r -r 
= D(e’-I) i(A) + 6p(Dcp,). 
Similar calculations show that 
Y( j; Lx,,)=; [L(e’.Z) i(A) + 9(Lq,)] 
Substituting the expressions for ~(Dx,) and Y( jh Lx, du) into the Laplace 
transformed form of (2.15) we obtain 
D(e”.Z) i(A) + Y(Dq,) = i Dcp + i L(e”‘Z) i(A) +i Z(Lcp,). 
or equivalently 
42) -P(1)=~Drp-~(D~,)+fY(L~,). i 
I 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. ~(0) = @(O) = Q(O) = 0 and q(s) ~0 for s >O 
imply that cp,( .) E W3,p for all t 3 0. For t k 0 we consider the function 
II/, E w’,p, where $, is defined by 
(A.11 
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Simple calculations show that for t > 0 
Ilrl/l II“w1.P = lli,ll”,p+lli~ll~p 
= Ilqt - cp - @tll T, + II@, - (2, - @tll T., 
i 
0 
= --r ~cp(t+s)-cp(s)-~(s)rl~ds 
+j” I~(t+s)-9(S)--(S)tlPds 
-, 
<i 
0 
[j /i 
r+s 
(Qi(u) - &(s)) du ’ ds 
i=, -r .T 
+j” ~j’+‘(y7i(u)-yr,(~))du~pds] 
-r s 
= i (I,[ +Zzi). 
i= 1 
Here 
<jr, ( j;+’ ( j;I@i(u)l do  du)“is 
< jnr ( js’+’ t114 ( j; @;(u),p)‘” du)‘ds 
<s”, ( js’+’ t’l4 ( js’+’ ,qi(u)l” do)“” du)‘ds 
= jy, (t’+l/y ( js’+’ I@i(u)lp du)“‘)‘ds 
0 
s s 
t+.s 
= tp(‘+ l/Y) I$j(u)lp du ds. 
-r s 
Using a similar estimate for rzi we get 
+ j" j"" ,qf3)(u)lpdu ds). 
-r s 
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/~IC/,I~w~p=o(f’+‘Y) as t+0+, 
and then the boundedness of D on WI.0 implies 
ID$,l dk II$,~I,+,I., =o(t’+“‘) as t+O+. 
Using the definition of II/, (see Eq. (A.l)) we have 
Dq,-Dcp=(Dcj)t+o(t’+‘;Y) as t+O+. 
An Abelian result (see p. 182 in [25]) for Laplace-transforms implies that 
gP(Dv-Dv,)= -+v+o & [ 1 as i+c0,1~~[W. (A.2) 
If cp E w3,p and ~(0) = e(O) = Q(O) =O, then an argument similar to the 
above yields that 
as I+co,1~[W. (A.3) 
Substituting the expressions (A.2) and (A.3) into (2.18) we have that 
as i -+ co, IV E [w (cp E W3’p, cp(0)=cj(0)=cj(0)=0). i 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Statement (i) is a simple consequence of the 
Riesz-representation theorem. 
The second statement follows by observing that (2.22) yields 
O= M,(s) = js (C&b)l, + C&41, - Ct&)l,- CD,(u)l,) du -7 
and hence 
CD,(s)l, = C&(41/ + C&(411 - CzA41,. (A.4) 
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Furthermore, 
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O D,(e”‘Z) = 
5 
[D,(s)], e’” ds + 
I 
’ [D,(s)],ie’” d.v 
-r -r 
= 
I 
’ [Do(s)], e”” ds + [Dl(0)], - !“’ [d,(s)]! e”” ds 
-r r 
= 
s 
’ [Do(s)ll e’” ds + [D,(O)],- 1” [D,(s)], e”” ds 
--I r 
-1’ [~o(.r)],e”‘dr+/ [L,(s)], e”” ds 
-r -r 
= sol], -f [Z,(O)], +i CUe”.Oll. 
Therefore, 
d,(i) = A[D(e”Z)], - [L(e”Z)], 
= JJ~l(O)l, - cool, 
and the proof of (iii) is complete. 
To show (iv), note that by (A.4) we have 
D,x, = j” [D,(r)],x(r+r)ds+[’ [D,(s)],i(t+s)ds 
r -, 
= 
I ’ CDo(s)lrx(t+s)~~+ CD,(o)l/x(t) -I 
- j” [D,(s)],x(t+s)ds- j” [t,(s)],x(r+s)ds 
-r -r 
+ I ’ [Ll(s)],x(t+s)ds -r 
= CD,P)l, x(t) + r;(t), 
where 
I= -I” [Z,(s)],x(t+s)ds+ j” CL,(s)l,x(t+s)dx (A.5) -r r 
From (AS) we get 
QO) = - j” CtoWl, cp(s) A + j” CL,b)l, v(s) ds (A.61 -r -r 
409.145.2-x 
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and 
j$$J- j’ [Z,(J-r,],.u(a)dcJ 
, , 1 
+j” [L,(s)],i(t+s)ds 
r 
= - &(w,x(~) 
+j’ 
I--r 
[Lo(cw)l,+(ri)d~+J” L,(s)i(t+s)ds 
-r 
= - [Z,(O)],x(t)+L,x,. 
Therefore, we have 
D,x, = C~,(O)l,x(t)+W) 
+ j’ L, x.7 ds - j.’ [E,(O)], x(s) ds. 
0 0 
Recall that by (2.15) 
I 
I 
D[X, =v, + L, x, ds, 
0 
where 
(A.7) 
(‘4.8) 
v/ = D,cp = j” CD,(s)], ds) ds + so CD,(s)l, (b(s) ds -r I 
= 
i o Cbb)l, cpb) ds -I 
+ II~I(O)I, do) - j-” C~ob)l/ cpb) ds or 
- j” CLl(s)l, ds) ds -r Cool, ds) ds + j-O -r 
= Cull, v(O) + m). (A.9) 
Substituting (A.7) and (A.9) into (A.8) we get 
CD,(O)llx(f) = Cull, do) + j’ C~o(0)M.d 4 
0 
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or equivalently 
TO show (v), following [7, lo], we define the operator B: R” x 
W’-p + R” by 
B(%cp)=v-& (A.lO) 
and let B,(Q cp) denote the ith coordinate of B(r], cp), i= 1, . . . . n. It follows 
that 9(d)= fly=, N(Bi) and Lemma 2.1 in [lo] implies that 9(d) is 
dense in R” x L, if and only if each nonzero linear combination ,4 = 
x1=, l,B, is unbounded on R” x L,. 
Suppose that rank ([Oi(O)],)< (n- I), i.e., the rows of [0,(0)11 are 
linearly dependent. In this case there exist constants .&, i= k + 1, 
k + 2, . . . . n, not all zero such that 
where [O1(0)li denotes the ith row of [Oi(O)]. Using the same constants 
it follows that n is defined by 
i=k+l 
= i n;[qi - [Dl(o)];] = i: litji. 
r=k+l i=k+l 
Consequently, n is bounded on R” x L,. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. A proof for the first assertion made in Lemma 3.1 
can be found in [ 10, Lemma 2.31. To prove the second assertion we first 
note that DE 2(p) implies that D(e”‘1) I’IPH(A) is nonsingular for large 
real 1. In particular, the matrix H(1) must be nonsingular for sufficiently 
large real 1. Since LEC+Y(W’~~;IR”) it follows that IIA-‘+“pL(e’.Z)II is 
bounded. Consequently, the matrix 
A-‘+“Pd(A)H(A)=D( e”l) A”PH(l) - A-‘L(e”‘Z) iliPH(A) + I 
as II + co, and we conclude that ;1- ’ + lip d(A) H(l), hence d(A), is non- 
singular for sufficiently large A. 1 
Proof of Cemma 3.3. Define the operator B: Ill” x WI-P -+ IR” by 
B(q, VP) = q - Dqo, and let B,(q, cp) denote the ith coordinate of B(q, cp), 
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i= 1, 2, . . . . 11. For each i = 1, 2, . . . . 12, the operator B, is a linear functional 
on the normed linear space X= (R” x IV’.“, // 11 N,, xJ. Since X is dense in 
R” x L,, 9(,d) will be dense in IL!” x L, provided that ~(LL!) is dense in X. 
Clearly, 9(&‘) = fly=, ,1”(B,) and consequently the lemma will be proved 
if we can show that each nonzero linear combination 
II 
A = c a;B, (A.ll) 
1=l 
is unbounded on X. 
Suppose that there exists a nonzero linear combination of the form 
(A.1 1) which is bounded on X. Without loss of generality, we shall assume 
that c~i = 1, and investigate the boundedness of LI at (0,O). Define (Pi: 
[-I-, 0] + KY by (PJs) = k’@H(k) ekuel, k = 1, 2, . . . . where e, E R” is given 
by e, = (1, 0, . . . . O)T and H(k) is the n x n matrix corresponding to 
D E Z(p). Clearly (Pi E W1xp and 
lIqkIILp <k”” llWk)ll llek’e, IILp< llNk)ll (1 -epkrp)“p, 
that is, (Pi 3 0 as k + + CO. On the other hand, D(cp,) = 
k’lPD(ek’Z) H(k)e,% e, as k-t +co. In particular the first component 
of D(cp,) converges in If4 to 1. This contradicts the assumed boundedness 
of A. fhce (0, (Pk) r (0, 01, liA(o, (Pk)ll ’ 1s b ounded below by the 1st coor- 
dinate of D(cp,) which in turn converges to 1 as k -+ cc. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Statement (i) follows immediately. In order to 
establish (ii) we construct an n x n matrix-valued function H(L), such that 
H(L)-+0 as J.-+co, IER, and 
lim ;I”PD(e”.Z) H(E,) = I. 
i. + ^ *‘ 
2-w 
First we note that, by (Hl), p(O)=0 and lim,,,+ varcPE,O, (p)=O, which 
imply that p( - t) --+ 0 as t -+ 0 +, or equivalently, 
Moreover, by (H2) and (H3), pZ( .), the lower m x n submatrix in p( .), 
belongs to W’.y and hence we can write L&(S) = pZ(s) ds, i.e., 
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An application of Holder’s inequality to the right-hand side of the last 
equation yields 
For large values of E., we define the n x n nonsingular matrix Q(E”) by 
It follows that qii(E,)=O, i#j, qii(%)=l, i= 1, 2 ,..., kandqii(n)=Y(fi(f)), 
i = k + 1, . . . . n, wherefi(t)=t-*I for ~E(O,Y], f,(t)=0 for t>r. Let P(1) 
denote the IZ x n matrix 
For the matrix P(i) we have 
= 
jyr e’” dp,(s) 
W(i) sor e’” d,+(s) 1 ’ 
where W(Jti) = dia[qii’(i)]. Thus for p < l/( 1 - tl,in) Q l/( 1 - cr,), i = 
k + 1, . . . . n, we have IIP(1)ll -+ 0 as 2 -+ 00. Here we employed the above 
estimate for /I JY, e”Pz(s) dsll, together with the fact that 11 jyr eAS dp(s)ll 
-+ 0 as 1+ co. Using the matrices Q and P we have the following 
representation for D(e”‘Z): 
D(eA,Z) = Q(A)(Z+ P(A)). 
Since P(l)+0 as II-+co, IER, the matrix 
R(%) E (I+ p(A))-’ 
is well-defined for sufficiently large values of 1 and ilR(d)ll is bounded as 
2 + co. Define H(A) by 
H(E.)=R(I)(l/IE”P)Q-l(A), 
then H(n) + 0 and for sufficiently large values of 1 
%‘lp D(e’,Z) H(i) = I. 1 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6. First we note that to prove Lemma 3.6 it is 
sufficient o consider the problem 
Dx, = ‘I + ” [Lx,, +.f’(u)] du 
! 
a.e. on [0, ~1;) 
0 (A.12) 
-4s) = cpb) a.e. on C-r, 01. 
Using the representations (3.1) and (3.2) and changing the order of 
integration of the integral involving B(s), (A.12) becomes 
j” [d/?(s)+dp(s)] x(t+s)-j” B(s)x(t+s)ds-B j; x(u)du 
-i- r 
For 0 < t < r we can rewrite (A.13) as 
s ' [dj(s)+dV(s)]x(t-s)=g(t), 0 
where b(s) = -/I( --s), y(s) = -y( --s), y(s) = M(S) - Bs and 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
- -’ [dP(s) + da(s)] cp(t + s). (A.15) 
-I 
Note that Cr, ~JENBV( [0, r]; Wx”), the space of n xn matrix-valued 
functions which are of bounded variation on [IO, r], right continuous for 
0 < s < r, and which take the value 0 at s = 0. 
Define ~(.)ENBV([O, r]; Rnx”) by A(.)= C/z,(.)], 1 di,j<n, where for 
all 1 6 j < n 
7&)> i < k, 
h,(s) = (A.16) 
(s-u)-’ vu(u) du i > k. , 
It can be shown (see [26] for details) that for 0 <t <r, Eq. (A.14) is 
equivalent to 
s 
’ d/?(s) w(t-s)= g(t), 
0 
(A.17) 
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where 
w(t)=x(1)+ j; dh(u)x(t-u). (A.18) 
Recall that (A.18) is a VolterraPStieltjes integral equation and that our 
assumptions guarantee that h E NBV( [0, r]; W ,“) and that h is continuous 
at 0 from the right, i.e., 
lim h(t)=O. (A.19) 
r-o+ 
Note that (A. 19) is a sufficient condition (see, for example, [22]) for the 
existence and uniqueness of the fundamental solution [ E NBV( [O; r]; KY), 
to (A.18). Then x( .), the unique solution to (A.18), belongs to 
LP( [0, r]; KY’) and has the representation 
x(t)= j+; d[(s) w(t-s). (A.20) 
Continuous dependence of x on w with respect to the L,-norm is an 
immediate consequence of (A.20). In particular, for 0 < t, 6 r, we have the 
estimate 
(A.21) 
Next we consider Eq. (A.17) in component form, i.e., 
s ' dj,(S)w;(t-s)=gi(t); 1 <i<n. 0 
Using the special form of /3( .), Eq. (A.22) implies that 
w,(t) = si(th i6k (A.23) 
and 
I 
* 
S-.ai~,(t-~)ds=g,(t), i> k. (A.24) 
0 
For t E (0, r] define Gi by 
G,(r)=J; (t-s)“‘-’ g;(s)ds, i> k. (A.25) 
Note that if (11, cp) E W x L,, f~ L,,( [0, r]; W), and 1 < p < l/( 1 - amin), 
then gi E L,(P), rl; Iw), 1 < i< k, and Gi E W’,P( [0, r]; W), i> k (see [ 10, 
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[ 191, or [26] for details). Therefore, \I‘,, the ith component of the unique 
L,] solution of (A.1 7), is given by 
for i<k 
for i>k. 
(A.26) 
Moreover, there exists a nonnegative, increasing function ME C( [0, r], R) 
such that 
II 4 Lp([O.I]:R”) <M(t) Il(4 (P,f)lIiwn,LpXLP(CO,r,:R”) (A.27) 
for ?E [0, r] (see [26]). Substituting (A.26) into (A.20) we get a repre- 
sentation for the unique L,-solution to (A.12) for 0 6 t < r. Continuity 
of the mapping (rl, cp, f‘) + (~4 .; 9, cp, ./I, 4 .; rl, cp, .f)) from R” x L,, x 
L,([O, t,]; R”) into C([O, t,]; R”)x L,([-r, t,]; IX”) is an easy conse- 
quence of the estimates (A.21 ) and (A.27) for 0 < t I d r. The “method of 
steps” is employed to extend the above results to [0, + co). 1 
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